
Independent review option wilts 
as courts boost HMO liability
Baby goes out with bath water?

Independent review boards, first launched a year ago in Texas and now
viewed by many as a superlative innovation for patients unhappy
with HMO coverage decisions, suffered a mortal blow in October. 
Currently, the concept is barely lingering on legal life support — a

stay by the court — until appeal proceedings are complete.
The one-year-old independent review process, launched as part of

sweeping late-1997 Texas legislation related to HMO liability, has been
adopted by at least 19 other states. The process is a mediation system
designed to give patients a way to challenge claim denials via an entity
outside the insurer but not in court. Its intent is to reduce legal costs.

While experts aren’t predicting the impact yet because the decision is
on appeal, it is expected that the case will be closely watched because so
many other states have adopted the process. 

Review process conflicts with ERISA guidelines

According to U.S. District Court Judge Vanessa Gilmore in Austin,
TX, the independent review process does not stand legal scrutiny. The
reason is that the review processes — as well as many other features of
the HMO legislation — attempt to give the state authority over plans
regulated by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of
1994, or self-insured plans. Her ruling coincides with a series of legal
battles over how self-insured plans, which fall under ERISA federal
guidelines, stand in relation to state requirements. 

“If Congress wants the American citizens to have access to adequate
health care, then Congress must accept its responsibility to define the
scopes of ERISA pre-emption and to enact legislation that will ensure
every patient has access to that care,” Gilmore wrote in her decision on
Oct. 9. Several versions of “patients’ rights” bills in Congress addressed
these issues, but Congress did not act on them by fiscal ’98 year-end. 

Gilmore’s ruling does allow patients to sue their HMOs for denying
them adequate health care — an improvement in the eyes of many 
consumer groups. 
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Following Gilmore’s Aetna v. Texas Department of
Insurance decision, Texas Insurance Commissioner
Elton Bomer and Aetna Life & Casualty Co. joined
forces and obtained a stay for the independent
review process pending completion of an appeal. 

“While I respect the court’s ruling, I am not
pleased with it,” Bomer said in a prepared state-
ment for the press. “Consumers are the losers
because they will be denied access to the inde-
pendent review process, which has been working
very well in Texas.

“The court upheld the consumer’s right to sue
an HMO for negligence but unfortunately this
remedy is only available after harm — often seri-
ous harm — has occurred. The independent
review process was a mechanism designed to
prevent harm and this process has been taken
away from the consumer.” 

Aetna, which had opposed the legislation
when it was being debated, is now favoring
recouping the independent review process.
Officials view it as one way to reduce more
expensive legal battles. The carrier did not drop
the suit, however, because the suit addressed
additional issues other than the review process.

Another HMO-related decision in Pennsylvania
decided in late 1998, Shannon v. McNulty, MD, 
and HealthAmerica Pennsylvania, also affirms a
patient’s rights to sue an HMO for malpractice. 
In that ruling, the court applied to HMOs many 
of the same responsibilities assigned to hospitals,
including a requirement “to oversee all persons
who practice medicine within its walls.” 

In the Shannon case, plaintiffs Mario and Sheena
Shannon alleged that the physician in charge and
the HMO’s telephone triage nurses did not recog-
nize that Mrs. Shannon, who was five months
pregnant, was going into labor. As a result, the rul-
ing specified that the HMO, via decisions made by
telephone triage nurses, can also be held liable.
(See related story, above right.)

The two decisions offer minimal legal comfort
for physicians. Increased legal liability for HMOs
will likely increase the pressure physicians face in
HMO contracts, some experts predict.   ■

Pennsylvania sets stage
for more HMO liability
Physician quality more important than ever

Arecent Pennsylvania appeals court ruling
could lead to more malpractice lawsuits

against HMOs when physicians in their networks
are negligent.

An Oct. 5, 1998, decision in Shannon v.
McNulty, MD, and HealthAmerica Pennsylvania
said Pittsburgh-based HMO HealthAmerica
Pennsylvania could be sued for medical mal-
practice because it had corporate liability in the
death of the premature son of Mario Shannon
and Sheena Shannon.

“That has substantial implications for managed
care companies,” says Charles Artz, a health care
law attorney and principal of Artz and Associates
in Harrisburg, PA. Artz primarily represents
physicians.

The decision means HMOs have a responsibil-
ity to recruit and ensure the quality of physicians
who contract with them because they may be
held responsible if the physicians are negligent,
Artz says, adding that this is a huge change from
current malpractice decisions.

Pennsylvania courts in 1991 had opened the
doors for hospitals to be held responsible under
corporate liability in the case of Thompson v.
Nason Hospital. In this case, the court said the
injured party does not have to establish the negli-
gence of a third party because the hospital owes
nondelegable duty directly to the patient.1

The appeals court referred to the HealthAmerica
decision, using the same four general areas of cor-
porate liability. (See related story, p. 179.)

The Oct. 5 decision also held HealthAmerica
responsible under vicarious liability because
Shannon had called the HMO’s nurse employees
on a telephone triage line for medical guidance,
and they gave her bad advice. This part of the
decision could affect all managed care organiza-
tions (MCOs) that have nurses on call or medical
triage lines.

The HMO was hit twice by the decision, Artz
says. 

“Employers can be held liable for vicarious
liability where they are responsible for their
employees,” he explains. “But corporate liability
means they’re liable for what their independent
contractors do.”
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The HealthAmerica decision could cause some
profound changes in how HMOs deal with physi-
cians, and some of these changes might be positive.

“I believe this ruling will make HMOs work
with physicians on quality parameters. Utilization
is part of quality,” says Marc Schneiderman, MD,
past president of the Pennsylvania Academy of
Family Physicians in Harrisburg and president 
of the Allegheny Chapter of the Pennsylvania
Academy of Family Physicians.

“No HMO wants patient care sacrificed,”
Schneiderman says. “But on a personal level, the
HMOs are constantly bringing numbers to physi-
cians saying that we over-refer, overutilize tests.”

When HMOs show a physician these utiliza-
tion numbers, the implication is that the physi-
cian should try to change his or her utilization
patterns because the patterns are outside the
norm in comparison to other physicians,
Schneiderman says.

“When I ask them to show me the charts and
show me where I can cut costs, they never do,”
he adds.

HMOs may be willing to delegate more risk to
physicians if their liability stakes are higher, says
Richard H. Sanders, a partner with Vedder, Price,
Kaufman & Kammholz, a law firm with Chicago
and New York offices.

“Insurers were trying to have it both ways:
saying, ‘We’re not delivering care, so we’re not
liable,’ and still they were denying care to save
money,” Sanders says.

Sanders says he believes the HealthAmerica
decision might give physicians increased lever-
age in HMO contracts to take back some respon-
sibility for utilization management.

HMOs may find themselves increasingly at
medical risk, as well as financial risk, and this
could drive changes, Schneiderman says. “I think
now their conferences with physicians will focus
less on strict utilization and more on appropriate
utilization for patients,” he adds. 

Another repercussion could be that HMOs will
become more stringent in their physician creden-
tialing.

“When corporate liability was imposed against
hospitals, the hospitals began to look more
closely at the guidance and advice of malpractice
defense attorneys to work more efficiently at
medical staff credentialing,” Artz says. “The
number of negative credentialing decisions
increased, and I think you will see a similar result
in the context of what MCOs euphemistically call
deselection.”

Sanders says this may be a result, but not nec-
essarily a negative one as long as physicians are
involved in the credentialing process. “The key
for physicians is they’d rather be in a process
where they have some say, and they’d rather be
credentialed by themselves than by some insur-
ance company,” Sanders says.

So the question is: Will the Pennsylvania court
decision become part of a nationwide trend, or is
it a fluke?

“Other states certainly could go in that direc-
tion,” Artz says.

He predicts the decision will be upheld by the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court. “Our Supreme
Court is the one who imposed corporate respon-
sibility on hospitals,” he says. “Do I think the
court will impose corporate liability on HMOs?
You betcha.”

Reference

1. Mario L. Shannon and Sheena Evans Shannon, individu-
ally and as co-administrators of the estate of Evan Jon Shannon,
appellants v. Larry P. McNulty, MD, and HealthAmerica
Pennsylvania Inc., appellees; No. 940 Pittsburgh, Superior
Court of Pennsylvania (Oct. 5, 1998).  ■

What exactly happened 
in HealthAmerica case?
Early labor misdiagnosed as fibroid uterus

On its face, the Shannon v. McNulty, MD, 
and HealthAmerica Pennsylvania case looks

remarkably simple and perhaps preventable.
All anyone had to do was tell the plaintiff to go

to the hospital to be examined for preterm labor.
But no one gave her that advice for 10 days after
she first reported abdominal pains to her physi-
cian. The result: She delivered a premature baby
who did not survive.

The case began when Sheena Shannon, an
enrollee in Pittsburgh-based HMO HealthAmerica
Pennsylvania, received prenatal care in 1992 from
Larry P. McNulty, MD, a Pittsburgh-area
OB/GYN. About five months into her pregnancy
Shannon called McNulty on Oct. 2 with com-
plaints of abdominal pain. He examined her for
five minutes on Oct. 5 and said she had a fibroid
uterus. He did no testing and prescribed rest for a
week, according to the appeals court decision.1
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Her pain continued and she called him again
on Oct. 7, 8, and 9 to ask if she could be in pre-
term labor. He told her she was not in labor and
allegedly became impatient. Finally, on Oct. 10,
Shannon called HealthAmerica’s nurse triage
phone line to say that she thought she was in pre-
term labor. The nurse told her to call McNulty
again. After one more call to the nurse line and
another call to McNulty, Shannon called the
nurse line on Oct. 12 to complain of severe back
pain and back spasms. The nurse had her speak
with a HealthAmerica in-house orthopedic physi-
cian, who referred her to a hospital for back pain.

She delivered a 1.5 pound baby that night, and
the baby survived only two days.

Shannon and her husband, Mario, sued
McNulty and HealthAmerica Pennsylvania. Their
lawsuit claimed the HMO was vicariously respon-
sible for employing nurses who gave poor advice
over the nurse triage phone line. And the suit
claimed the HMO had corporate liability for its
negligent supervision of McNulty’s care.

The case went to trial before a jury, and
HealthAmerica moved for a compulsory non-
suit, which the court granted after testimony 
by the HMO’s triage nurses.

The Shannons filed post-trial motions to have
the nonsuit removed; the motions were denied,
and the Shannons appealed the decision. The
Pennsylvania appeals court reversed the trial
court’s decision and ordered a new trial. McNulty
settled his involvement before the case’s new trial
date was scheduled.

The appeals court also said in its 31-page deci-
sion that HealthAmerica and other HMOs could
be held responsible under corporate liability
when they perform similar functions as hospitals,
such as rendering medical decisions that affect a
subscriber’s care.

The court used the same standards created in
the 1991 Pennsylvania case of Thompson v. Nason
Hospital, which had opened the doors for hospi-
tals to be sued under corporate liability.

The court in this case set four general areas of
corporate liability:

1. a duty to use reasonable care in maintenance
of safe and adequate facilities and equipment;

2. a duty to select and retain only competent
physicians;

3. a duty to oversee all persons who practice
medicine within its walls as to patient care;

4. a duty to formulate, adopt, and enforce ade-
quate rules and policies to ensure quality care for
patients.

In the HealthAmerica decision, the court recog-
nized the central role HMOs play in the total
health care of subscribers. 

Judge Orie Melvin wrote in the decision: “A
great deal of today’s healthcare is channeled
through HMOs with the subscribers being given
little or no say so in the stewardship of their care.
Specifically, while these providers do not practice
medicine, they do involve themselves daily in
decisions affecting their subscriber’s medical
care. These decisions may, among others, limit
the length of hospital stays, restrict the use of spe-
cialists, prohibit or limit post hospital care,
restrict access to therapy, or prevent rendering of
emergency room care.”

Melvin continues: “While all of these efforts
are for the laudatory purpose of containing
health care costs, when decisions are made to
limit a subscriber’s access to treatment that deci-
sion must pass the test of medical reasonableness.
To hold otherwise would be to deny the true
effect of the provider’s actions, namely, dictating
and directing the subscriber’s medical care.”

Reference

1. Mario L. Shannon and Sheena Evans Shannon, individu-
ally and as co-administrators of the estate of Evan Jon Shannon,
appellants v. Larry P. McNulty, MD, and HealthAmerica
Pennsylvania Inc., appellees; No. 940 Pittsburgh, Superior
Court of Pennsylvania (Oct. 5, 1998).  ■

Is your capitation rate
right?

Ihave recently been to several markets assisting
physicians and IPAs in evaluating their capita-

tion rates, and regret to report that I have been
astounded and disturbed at what I have found.

When I asked how the capitation rates were
determined, invariably the answer was, “I don’t
know, it is what the HMO gave us.” This answer
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The do-it-yourself guide
to setting cap rates
By Elizabeth Gallup, MD, JD, MBA

It goes without saying that it is dangerous to
accept a capitation rate presented by an HMO

at face value without performing a careful and
appropriate analysis. (See related story, p. 180.)
So where do you start in developing an appro-
priate cap rate to counter an offer by an HMO? 

The best analysis and recommendations come
from actuaries who specialize in health care.
These actuaries can take any given population
and determine what utilization of medical ser-
vices is likely to occur, based on tables that are
developed from years of statistical research.

This provides the actuary with an estimate of
the overall costs of the services provided on a
per-member-per-month basis. The overall cost
of medical services is then divided between
what is provided in the hospital or other insti-
tutions and what is performed by the physician
in his office or in an outpatient setting.

Service overlap makes allocation difficult

After this is determined, then the actuary
determines, based on community standards,
which physician performs which services. The
next step is to divide the capitation dollars, on a
per member per month basis, between the dif-
fering specialties. This can be quite tricky
where there is potential overlap of services
being provided by two separate specialty areas.

For instance, is it the cardiologist who per-
forms a cardiac echo, or is it the radiologist, or
both? Is it the vascular surgeon who performs
the arteriogram, or the radiologist, or both? 

Then, based on the size of the population
that is likely to sign up with physician in the
different specialty areas, a capitation rate is
determined. This is an involved and expensive
process. Because it is expensive, most individ-
ual physicians and most IPAs do not get an
actuarial review of capitation rates, much less
pay an actuary to determine the capitation rates
for them. 

I am not necessarily an advocate for actuar-
ies. More than once I have been in a position
as executive director of an IPA where I would

have liked to get an actuarial opinion, but
could not afford one. In that situation, I had to
resort to the next best alternative, which has
been to figure out what is a reasonable capita-
tion rate for the various specialty areas based
on information acquired from the local practi-
tioners and from national statistics. 

Always look at scope of services

Here’s how I have done it: First, I gather all
the information I can about capitation rates in
the geographic area in which I am working.
This involves not only the actual rates, but also
the services that are covered under each rate. 
In the case of specialists, this means I have to
ascertain whether a capitation rate includes the
professional component of the service alone, or
the professional and technical component.

This is especially true in the areas of radiol-
ogy and cardiology. For primary care, I try to
determine the base capitation rate in the com-
munity for the most limited scope of services
covered. It is from this base that numbers can
be added as the scope of services increases.

Also, this alerts me to always look at the
scope of services an HMO’s proposed capita-
tion rate covers. Forgetting this is a common
error in evaluating a proposed rate offered by
a payer. 

With this base rate determined, I then go to
published statistics regarding capitation rates
for comparison. Again, it is essential in this
step to make sure I am comparing apples and
apples; in other words, I am comparing capita-
tion rates for the same scope of covered ser-
vices. This comparison allows me to know how
a market compares with a national norm and
to make sure the capitation rates in the com-
munity I am evaluating are not either low
because no one challenged them before or high
because the physicians formed an IPA and
became hard negotiators. (Unfortunately, the
latter is relatively rare.) By obtaining these
numbers, I have a basis on which to evaluate a
proposed rate or to propose a rate to an HMO.

In any case, the most important lesson to take
away from this is that capitation rates must be
scrutinized carefully to make sure they are ade-
quate to cover the cost of providing services
while allowing for a responsible measure of
profit for the practice.  ■



was the same whether the entity with which I was
working was a single or multispecialty IPA, or a
specialist or primary care physician. Moreover, in
one market, it wasn’t the HMO that set the capita-
tion rates, it was the physicians themselves. In this
particular market, the capitation rates had no
basis in reality and were even further off than
those set by the various payers. 

What is going on here? The answer is simple:
Physicians — whether as a group or as individu-
als — are entering into contracts where they
have not adequately evaluated the appropriate-
ness of their reimbursement schedule. I would
like to explore some common problems in this
area.

Physicians often don’t read contracts

One of the most common ways physician are
exposed to and accept inappropriate capitation
rates is when they are presented the rates by an
HMO. As I have stated in previous columns, one
of the big problems with physicians and man-
aged care contracts is that the physicians don’t
read them.

Even when they read proposed contracts,
many physicians don’t understand how to eval-
uate the cap rate they are presented. In many
cases, the physician will simply compare the cap
rate presented with capitation rates of other
HMOs. While this is a good start, it is not a com-
plete evaluation. 

When evaluating a capitation rate, the first
item to analyze is the services covered under the
capitation fee. These services can vary widely
among plans. There are plans that are known as
physician-friendly plans, which capitate only a
bare minimum of services and pay fee for service
to the physician providing the services not under
the cap.

There are other plans that include virtually
everything under the capitation rate, at least
from the primary care physician’s perspective. 
If both plans offer the same capitation rate, then
the physician is probably getting a good deal
from the former plan and a dismal deal from the
latter. Yet the capitation rate is the same, and
many physicians would have failed to evaluate
the rate any further, assuming that both plans
paid for the same services.

Another danger area is a contract in which the
capitation rate includes the bare minimum of ser-
vices and allows the physician to charge fee for
service for other services. The fee schedule for

these other services may be below market rate,
however. What typically occurs in this situation
is that the physician looks at the cap rate and the
scope of services and no further, not realizing
that he or she is being short-changed on the fee
schedule. 

In another case I am familiar with, the HMO
in question asked competing groups of special-
ists to give the HMO a capitation rate they
would find acceptable and agree to provide ser-
vices for. In effect, this HMO was starting a bid-
ding war between the specialists.

The HMO then developed its panel based on
which specialist or group in each specialty area
submitted the lowest rate. When I evaluated
these rates, they were so low in some areas that
no amount of patient volume could make up for
the losses these physicians were about to incur.

When I asked the physicians involved how
they came up with the rates they submitted, the
answer varied from “we guessed” to “we called
other physicians in our specialty in other areas of
the country to get comparative rates.” The latter
is a good starting point; unfortunately, the former
occurs with more frequency. 

When it comes to capitation rates, no physician
in any specialty area can afford to guess. If you
think about it, when it came to setting fee sched-
ules, most physicians did not guess. They ana-
lyzed their practice costs, the costs of equipment,
and then added on an appropriate markup and
came out with a fee schedule. Setting or accepting
an appropriate capitation rate is no less critical to
the success of a practice.  ■

Hard lessons: Texas docs
wrestle with measurements
Business coalition lets physicians set indicators

Like many of their colleagues around the
country, physicians in Dallas and Fort Worth

were wary of “quality measures” they felt had
little to do with quality care. So when a major
business coalition offered to let them craft their
own indicators and assessment tool, the physi-
cians jumped at the chance.
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They learned that defining and measuring
good medicine is harder than it seems. And after
a pilot project involving some 30 OB/GYNs, 
the Dallas County Medical Society is back to the
drawing board, revamping the data collection
instrument.

“We wanted to make sure that the criteria that
were used were really an indication of the good
practice of medicine, rather than just having
something that is easy to survey,” says Robert
Gunby, MD, a Dallas OB/GYN and president 
of the medical society.

But as the physicians attempted to analyze
variations in office-based prenatal practice along
with birth outcomes, the form became lengthy.

“It was so complex and so difficult to answer
and get correct information that we felt that it
was really not going to be utilized by most
physicians,” says Gunby. “It was taking 45 min-
utes to an hour for each patient to code some-
one. As a practical matter, that was not going to
work.”

Perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the
project so far has been the relationship among 
the business group, health plans, hospitals, and
physicians. A separate group of physicians is just
beginning work on cardiovascular measurement.

“We spent two years building a relationship of
trust with the physicians,” says Marianne Fazen,
PhD, executive director of the Dallas-Fort Worth
Business Group on Health, which includes such
major employers as Texas Instruments, JC Penney,
and Exxon. “We’re really confident now that
we’re partners in this.”

First step: Building trust with employers

The Health Care Value Initiative began in 1995
with a focus on employers’ concerns, which they
identified, in order, as: pregnancy and childbirth,
cardiovascular disease, musculoskeletal prob-
lems, mental health and substance abuse, and
cancer.

“The employers are interested in value-based
purchasing,” says Fazen. “We want to know
we’re getting the best quality for the right price.”

But the coalition also wanted to approach the
project as a true collaboration, without any nega-
tive or potentially punitive overtones. The base-
line results of indicators for the area’s 45
hospitals are expected in December, including
cesarean rates, infection rates, uterine rupture,

and unplanned neonatal readmissions. Hospitals
received their individual measures, but all the
aggregate results were blinded to the coalition
and others.

“We wanted to assure the hospitals and the
physicians that we want it done right,” says
Fazen. “By agreeing to mask the baseline infor-
mation, [we’re giving] them the opportunity to
correct problems. Down the road, all the hospital
comparative reports will be made public.”

The coalition moved even more cautiously
with the physicians, who sought to measure
variation in office-based practice. The project
encompassed routine blood pressure and
abdominal measurements as well as treatment
of problems such as preeclampsia and gesta-
tional diabetes.

Physicians will decide whether to release their
rates to health plans, employers, or consumers.
“It’s a completely market-based initiative,”
explains Fazen. “Ultimately, the physicians who
choose not to participate will be answerable to
their patients and the community as to why they
didn’t.”

Physicians struggle to define quality

For physicians, the Health Care Value Initiative
prompted discussions about what constitutes
quality care and how to measure it.

“We wanted to be sure that the criteria that
were used were really an indication of the good
practice of medicine, rather than just having
something that is easy to survey,” says Gunby.

It was easy to find fault with commonly used
indicators. “Everybody uses C-section rates. Most
of us feel C-sections are not really an indication of
quality of care,” says Gunby. “It’s really more a
measure of physician attitude about how much
risk aversion they have.”

The physicians were interested in learning
about differences in their office-based prenatal
practices. But, again, defining a standard of
quality was difficult. “We can’t come to agree-
ment on what significance it is whether you
have 12 prenatal visits or six,” says Gunby.

Nonetheless, a core group of physicians moved
forward with a data collection tool, gathering
data retrospectively from the 30 most recent
charts.

In some regards, the project confirmed some
fears physicians have about the validity of “report
cards.” For example, Gunby noted that in some
cases, the hospital data attributed a patient’s
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cesarean to one doctor when it was actually per-
formed by a colleague on duty at the time.

The quality of the data also related to the experi-
ence of the person filling out the form. Gunby had
his secretary complete the form, but she didn’t
understand all the items, he says. “She put down
some of the wrong answers, [such as saying] I did-
n’t do genetic counseling, which I do,” he says.
“Since it’s a pilot program, that’s not critical. If that
were being done for real and that data were going
to be released, I would be real upset.”

Docs influence hospital measures, too

While some aspects of the Dallas project were
discouraging, the physician input proved valu-
able. Gunby recalls that the vendor developing
hospital indicators planned to risk-adjust the data
based on socioeconomic information. In other
words, since women with higher socioeconomic
status tend to have more cesareans, the rates
would account for that. There is no medical justi-
fication for that disparity, says Gunby.

“They were giving artificial risk benefits for
something that had been erroneous to start with,”
he says. “That was giving people permission to
do the wrong thing for the wrong reasons.”

Gunby also has advice for physician groups
that seek to design their own performance assess-
ment projects: “Don’t get into such a complex
research tool that it’s impossible [to implement].

“You just have to start somewhere, pick some
indicators, and go with it and alter it as you go,”
he says. “Physicians are bad about wanting to do
everything to perfection and sometimes that bogs
us down.”  ■

Jury is still out on 
physician report cards
Experts debate pros and cons of making them public

Some call physician report cards just another
marketing gimmick. Others question the fair-

ness of releasing clinical and profiling data to an
unsophisticated public. But those on the cutting
edge of this new trend of making physician pro-
filing reports public talk about the benefits: It will
give consumers more information with which to
make choices, and it will encourage physicians to
improve customer satisfaction.

PacifiCare Health Systems of California in
Cypress made national headlines this fall when it
announced its new public Quality Index on medi-
cal group performance. The company will put a
rating system for all of its contracting physician
groups in membership directories. Consumers
will be able to see how their own physicians did
when compared with others, and if they like, they
can switch over to the top-rated physician
groups. These report cards will be updated twice
a year, and PacifiCare officials say they do not
expect the same group practices always will be in
the top 10%.

Earlier, Minneapolis-based United HealthCare
Corp. had touted a program that gives physicians
clinical information that compares them to
national best practices. United HealthCare will
not release its reports to the public for at least two
years, but that trend may be inevitable.

Physician’s Managed Care Report asked the
chief medical officers of United HealthCare and
PacifiCare to discuss their new programs. (See
story on PacifiCare and United HealthCare, p.
190.) Also, PMCR asked integrated delivery sys-
tem executives and other experts to analyze how
these types of report cards or profiling might
affect health systems and whether payers next
will be issuing the same reports on hospitals.
Their comments are as follows, along with a
description of each expert:

• Henry Anderson, MD, FAAFP, is vice presi-
dent of professional affairs and chief quality offi-
cer of Swedish American Health System in
Rockford, IL. Swedish American Health System
has 400 beds at the main hospital, nine outpatient
clinics, private physician clinics, a home health
agency, and an insurance company.

• Sharon R. Chamberlain is president of
Madison, WI-based Chamberlain Research
Consultants, a full-service marketing research
firm that specializes in health care.

• Michael A. Cohen, MD, is a radiologist and
medical director of Memorial Sloan-Kettering
Guttman Diagnostic Center in New York City.

• Colleen Dowd, MHS, is vice president of
Baptist*St. Thomas Health Associates in Nashville,
TN. Baptist*St. Thomas is a managed care services
organization that serves 10 hospitals, 400 physi-
cians, and 25 ancillary companies.

• Joseph L. Francis is vice president of Cooper
Research Inc., a health care marketing research
firm in Cincinnati.

Here’s what they say about physician report
cards:
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PMCR: What are the pros and cons of physi-
cian report cards?

Anderson: We like to change behavior, and
what most of us have seen is if I’m giving my
own statistics and comparing this with others,
that’s a powerful motivator.

But I guess to a certain degree I still believe
that whatever we can do to try to get cooperation
out of a physician is more useful than beating
them over the head. As long as the statistics [used
in the reports] are valid, that’s one thing. But
sometimes we see statistics that are not so valid.
For example, some of the best physicians are
referred the worst patients, so their length of stay
or cost per case may be higher. So if one can
adjust for severity and patient mix, I think it’d be
more fair.

Cohen: The problem is that statistics can be
very misleading. If you put a lot of thought into
it and if you have a good statistician, you could
generate statistics that would look very favorable
to you.

If you’re a provider and your population is
aged 60 to 70 generally, as opposed to another
provider who is handling a lot of younger people,
your statistics will look different because old peo-
ple get more diseases.

Dowd: If you look at one component of the
care continuum rather than the continuum, you
will make judgments that may not be 100%
accurate. What if you make determinations
based on pharmacy? If you say we’re going to
do profiles on physicians based on pharmacy
utilization, and if somebody had high pharmacy
utilization, you would consider that bad, and if
they didn’t it’d be good. But that doesn’t make
sense because if you just look at pharmacy, the
utilization may be higher because their acute
care utilization is lower. A physician may be dis-
charging patients from the hospital [earlier than
other physicians] and using medications to keep
patients stable.

Francis: I think you’re going to see a constant
battle between providers and payers because one
is never going to trust the other. When they make
this information public, it becomes a very tenu-
ous situation between the two parties.

PMCR: Will this become a trend among 
payers?

Chamberlain: We’re seeing [payers use] a lot
of clinical report cards.

We’re hired on a regular basis to do patient sat-
isfaction, and that kind of satisfaction is centered
around meeting their expectations with spending
time with doctors. Patients say, ‘Let me know in
advance if the doctor is running late.’ There was a
day not too long ago when patients came into a
clinic and did whatever they were told to do;
now customers don’t want to wait 45 minutes to
an hour for a doctor, and they expect to be called
if the doctor is running late.

Payers are doing a lot of research with cus-
tomers, including open-ended focus groups on
what they think can be improved.

Francis: There might be a trend in this direc-
tion, but I don’t think it will have that great 
an impact on consumers of health care. The
major purchasers are employers. This is proba-
bly just a better way to make public the fact that
they’re indeed interested in the quality of their
physicians.

PMCR: Could there be a backlash among
physicians?

Dowd: That answer depends on the health
plan’s approach. Do they use a lot of physician
input into developing those programs? If physi-
cians can have input into the methodology and
approaches, then they’re very supportive of clin-
ical data. And they’re not supportive of pro-
grams shoved down their throats. So if a health
plan takes claims data and has one or two peo-
ple analyzing it and creating judgments, I don’t
think any provider will be comfortable with
that.

Francis: What we think is going to happen is
that physicians are going to turn around and
release report cards on payers.

The problem is that many physicians aren’t
banded together to do that kind of thing, so you
will get a state medical association to do it. . . .
What the payers are attempting to do is put pres-
sure on physicians to increase their level of satis-
faction with patients, and patients aren’t going to
give bad scores to physicians unless there’s really
something wrong. Where you’re going to see the
low satisfaction scores is with payers. Payers
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receive such pitiful scores when it comes to cus-
tomer service that as an industry they perform
poorly over the years.

PMCR: Do you think payers will begin to
require hospitals to make public their clinical
profiling reports?

Cohen: It would be interesting to see if that
ever gets off the ground. When you’re talking
about quality and standards of practice, you can’t
subpoena it as long as it’s done in closed doors
and is done with the best of intentions. I don’t
think a hospital will be ready to give that up to
some big organization to use as a guideline.
You’re going to get individual information on
individual doctors, and I don’t think hospitals are
going to give up that information to insurance
companies.

Anderson: We’re starting to see payers ask for
the reports. We have haven’t seen that a lot yet,
but I think that’s coming down the pike here. As
long as everybody provides the information on
an equal basis, I think that’s fair. But to get data
that compares apples to apples is very difficult.

They get data from several sources, marketing
gives them something and so forth, and they get
to a point where you don’t know which one to
believe and which one is right. So they go back to
the publicly available data, and most of it is not
severity-adjusted.

Dowd: Providers have been collecting that
information. But I wonder how much of that
becomes confidential. So many hospitals run that
information through medical staff structures that
have some strict confidentiality, so breaking that
information out from traditional medical staff
structures politically is a challenge. But I don’t
think it’s a bad idea.

However, I think hospitals should be worried
if they see payers in their markets start initiating
a lot of this [report card] communication activity
to the public and the hospitals are very detached
and uninvolved in the process. Because then they
are forced to react. I would encourage hospitals
to try to get ahead of the ball or get with payers
on it, so they’re more involved with what’s going
on rather than just reacting to it.  ■

Listen to what the payers
say about their MD ratings
Hospitals could be next to be scored

Two of the nation’s largest managed care orga-
nizations (MCOs) are focusing attention on

physician ratings. And at least one MCO has
made this information public, which could
prompt many more payers to jump on the band-
wagon.

Cypress, CA-based PacifiCare Health Systems
recently launched its physician group practice
quality index program, which gives its HMO
members a score card of how physicians rate on
a variety of clinical and patient satisfaction mea-
sures.

United HealthCare of Minneapolis also has a
new physician report that the company plans to
make public within a few years.

Physician’s Managed Care Report spoke with the
medical directors of both of these companies, ask-
ing them to explain how their programs work
and where they’re heading with these report
cards.

The medical directors and their answers are as
follows:

• Sam Ho, MD, is vice president and corporate
medical director of PacifiCare of California in
Santa Ana. PacifiCare, an HMO subsidiary of
PacifiCare Health Systems, serves more than 2.1
million members in its commercial and Medicare
risk health plans.

• Lee N. Newcomer, MD, is an oncologist and
the chief medical officer of United HealthCare,
which, as one of the nation’s biggest managed
care companies, has 200,000 doctors in its nation-
wide network.

PMCR: Why did your health system start
these physician reports?

Newcomer: [United HealthCare] calls it a clini-
cal performance report. We didn’t want to use
“report cards” or “grade cards” because it seemed
a little too punitive.
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We started it because we had done some early
work with our databases, experimenting with
how well we could profile care, learning how
well we could do it. And as we verified perfor-
mance levels, it became clear that the [physi-
cians’] performance wasn’t at the level we would
like and that physicians would like.

No matter what we measured, whether it was
diabetes or cardiac care or hypertension, we found
that physicians were complying with the standard
of care only half of the time. My thought was that I
practiced medicine for 12 years and no one ever
gave me any information on how well I was prac-
ticing medicine, so I practiced under the assump-
tion I was doing it right. If someone had given me
this [kind of] information, I could say that I’d go
back and learn how to improve it. So our thought
was to give the physicians these reports.

Ho: [PacifiCare’s] first reason was to provide
credible and relevant information to consumers
so when they select provider groups they have
the information they need at the point of selec-
tion. The second objective is to give physicians
information so they can continue to improve
performance.

In combining those two objectives, we basi-
cally use the marketplace as a driver for innova-
tion and quality, allowing consumers to vote with
their feet.

PMCR: How did you start the process?
Ho: We’ve done a lot of market research, and

we saw that quality means different things to dif-
ferent people. So we purposely devised a quality
index with 50% clinical measures and 50% service
measures. To some patients, it might be really
important to choose what the mammography
screening rate is, and others may want to know
the patient satisfaction rate of a provider.

This is just the beginning; we’ll update these
reports twice a year, and we’ll learn more about
what’s important to consumers and also learn
more about what data is more credible to
providers.

Newcomer: We did a pilot project last year in
four cities: Columbus, OH; Greensboro, NC;
Denver, CO; and Dallas, TX. That was our first
attempt with cardiologists and internists. We sent
the information out and did a formal survey on
these physicians to see if we had any errors. The
feedback was very positive.

We did our second wave of reports in October,
with 21,000 reports covering 238,000 patients in 23
health plan markets. This is still for internists and
cardiologists, and we added family practitioners.

PMCR: How will public reporting work?
Ho: When the consumer receives a provider

directory from PacifiCare, it no longer lists just
addresses. It’s a blue star directory and represents
medical groups in the top 10% of all of these
indices. 

In order to maintain it, we’re going to update
this report twice a year. We know how doctors
respond to competition. So in order to maintain
a blue star ranking, they’ll have to continually
improve service. For example, if the top medical
groups close their practices to new patients,
they’ll lose their blue star ranking. Instead, they
will have to extend hours or hire nurse practi-
tioners to take care of the more routine clinical
issues or hire more doctors. It taps into their
innovative spirit.
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The people in the top 10% will have to work
very hard to maintain that 10% ranking. The
others will have to work to gain a top 10% 
ranking.

Newcomer: We will not release the physician
reports to the public for at least two years. It’s
simple fairness. The physicians have seen this
data for the first time ever in October, and since
they never have received any evaluation of 
clinical work before, I think they deserve some
time to improve it. We might publish those 
with extremely good scores so those who are
doing very well will receive some kind of
reward. 

PMCR: Will your health system also begin to
issue reports on hospitals?

Newcomer: The big limitation for us with hos-
pitals is the claims data we get from them. Our
hospital contracts are either DRGs or per diem, so
we can’t tell from the claim record what went on
while the patient was hospitalized. We have to go
to the nursing review records, and you can’t pull
out that data as easily.

Also, most of the hospitals already do [their
own clinical reports.] Quite a few participate with
vendors who help them understand their mor-
bidity and mortality against risk-adjusted nor-
mals. But hospitals don’t release that information.
I think in the future you will see us asking for
that data: a lot of information on how they per-
form for pneumonia, heart attacks, and common
[procedures] against normals.

But to get that data is very difficult. They’re
reluctant to share it publicly; I think some day it
will be part of the contracting process. We’re
already doing it in four cities in cardiac disease,
surveying hospitals for cardiac information. In
the first round, what we’ll do with the informa-
tion is list in the member directory those hospi-
tals that meet certain standards. If the members
want the information, they can see this center got
good grades on these points we look at for car-
diac care.

Ho: We haven’t gone to hospitals yet. We will
explore the possibility of looking at hospital
report cards, as well. The advantages would be
that consumers are as interested in their hospital
care as in their physician care. The disadvantage
is that, No. 1, you still have problems with data
submitted by hospitals; and No. 2, hospitals take
care of one segment of the population, so a report
doesn’t capture the full spectrum of care. Only
3% of the population uses hospitals in a given
year.  ■

Following are names and contact information
for sources quoted in this issue:

Charles Artz, Principal Attorney, Artz and
Associates, 229 State St., Harrisburg, PA 17101.
Telephone: (717) 238-9905. Fax: (717) 238-4967.

Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians,
5600 Derry St., Harrisburg, PA 17111. Telephone:
(717) 564-5365. Fax: (717) 564-4235.

Richard H. Sanders, Partner, Vedder, Price,
Kaufman & Kammholz, 222 North LaSalle St.,
Room 2600, Chicago, IL 60601. Telephone: (312)
609-7644. Fax: (312) 609-5005.

Marc J. Schneiderman, MD, President of
Allegheny Chapter of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Family Physicians, and Past President of
Pennsylvania Academy of Family Physicians, 1101
Fifth Ave., Coraopolis, PA 15108. Telephone: (412)
269-0899. E-mail: grabaron@telerama.1m.com.  ■
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